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Quantum modulation of island nucleation on top of a metal nanomesa
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Abstract

We present a theoretical analysis of selectivity of nucleation location for the two-dimensional island on top of a metal nanomesa. It
has been observed experimentally that the nucleation can start either along the periphery of the mesa top or in the middle, depending on
the mesa height. Such an intriguing nucleation behavior is shown to originate from the thickness-dependent mesa edge barrier for an
adatom to jump off the mesa, which we attributed to be induced by the quantum size effect. Based on the experimentally observed nucle-
ation locations, we estimate that the mesa edge barriers for the 5- and 6-layer Pb(111) mesas can differ by �19 ± 5 meV.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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The nucleation of two-dimensional (2D) and 3D islands
is an important subject in the fundamental study of epitax-
ial growth [1–4], because island nucleation plays a key role
in controlling the thin film morphology. In layer-by-layer
growth (in contrast to step-flow) of a multilayer film, the
nucleation rate of 2D islands on top of existing islands gov-
erns the transition from 2D to 3D growth [1,3]. In general,
enhancing island nucleation will roughen the film, while
suppressing the second-layer island nucleation will smooth-
en the film.

The study of island nucleation in epitaxial growth also
has important technological implications. The stochastic
nature of island nucleation poses a limitation on self-
assembly of islands [5], as the islands generally nucleate
at random positions lacking spatial ordering. Thus, con-
trolling island nucleation has become an important
strategy in directed self-assembly. For example, in the
heteroepitaxial growth of strained thin films, surface strain
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field can be modulated, e.g. by growth of a multilayer film
with buried islands [6,7], or by growth on a patterned sub-
strate [8], to direct island nucleation at preferred locations,
leading to greatly improved island spatial ordering and size
uniformity.

A recent experiment [9] has shown an intriguing nucle-
ation behavior of 2D Pb island on top of a Pb nanomesa
of only a few monolayers (ML) thick grown on the
Si(111) a-ð

ffiffiffi
3
p
�

ffiffiffi
3
p
Þ phase at 180 K. On unstable odd-

layer (e.g. 5-layer) Pb mesas, the growth of next layer
(6th layer) proceeds with nucleation-growth along the edge
of the mesa top, while on the stable even-layer (e.g. 6-layer)
Pb mesas, the growth of next layer (7th layer) starts with
nucleation of 2D islands in the middle of the mesa top
(see Fig. 1 in Ref. [9], where a wetting layer is included in
counting layer numbers). This odd–even alternation of is-
land location was suggested to originate from an odd–even
oscillation in surface diffusion barrier along with a postu-
lated difference in mesa edge barrier (MEB) [9]. Here, we
show that the observed thickness-dependent nucleation-
growth location predominately originates from an odd–
even oscillation of MEB for an adatom to jump off the
mesa, possibly induced by the quantum size effect (QSE).
Although the oscillation in surface diffusion barrier affects
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the overall nucleation rate of 2D islands on top of the
mesa, it does not influence the location of the nucleated
islands. Based on the experimentally observed different
island locations on different mesas, we estimate that the
MEB at a 5- and 6-layer Pb(111) mesa edge can differ by
�19 ± 5 meV.

Several previous theoretical analyses [1,3,10–12] have
been aimed at such 2D island nucleation on top of an exist-
ing 2D island. Most of them have focused on the overall
nucleation rate of the second-layer islands, which competes
with atoms descending into the lower layer to promote the
growth of the first-layer islands. The issue of nucleation
location has also been addressed on top of a square-shaped
2D island by Castellano and Politi [12]. One key prediction
on the overall nucleation rate [3] is the existence of a critical
minimum size (Rc) of the first-layer island, above which the
adatoms land on top of the first-layer island will nucleate
the second-layer islands before jumping off. This was con-
firmed, for example, by the experimental growth of Ag/
Ag(1 11) [13]. Rc depends critically on the Ehrlich–Schwo-
ebel (ES) step-edge barrier [14,15]. Here, we will focus on
the preferred location of 2D island nucleation on top of a
metal mesa in a cylindrical geometry.

We apply the mean-field rate equation approach [1,3] to
analyze the preferred nucleation location. This approach
will generally overestimate the total nucleation rate
[10,11], but should be quantitatively more reliable in pre-
dicting the relative nucleation rate at different locations,
which is of our interest here. There are some subtle differ-
ences between the current case and the previous studies
[1,3,10,11]. The Pb mesa of finite thickness remains essen-
tially of fixed radius R, larger than Rc for the ‘‘next-layer’’
nucleation during deposition. Only adatoms landing di-
rectly on top of mesa are included, no adatom climbing
to the top of the mesa from sidewalls. The experimental
conditions for this to be the case are either for deposition
at lower temperature (less than 190 K) or high flux rates
(larger than 0.5 ML/min) or larger deposited amounts in
the stepwise deposition experiments. Otherwise it is possi-
ble to initiate the transfer of Pb from the wetting layer to
the island tops and the build up of the next stable layer
by forming rings. So, at the mesa edge, an adatom will
either be reflected at the edge or hop off to the wetting
layer, which implies that the boundary condition at the
mesa edge can be expressed as [3,16]1

dn
dq

� �
q¼R

þ nðRÞ
as

e�D=kT ¼ 0; ð1Þ
Fig. 1. Normalized probability distribution function P/Pm on a Pb mesa
top with radius R = 100 nm for six different mesa edge barriers (MEB), for
where n(q) is the adatom density at the radial coordinate q
of mesa top, as is the surface lattice constant (for Pb,
as = 0.35 nm), and D is the MEB, i.e. the extra barrier in
1 This boundary condition is slightly different from that derived by Bales
and Zangwill [16] at a step-edge bridging fluxes on two terraces.
Nevertheless, the results are rather insensitive to this difference.
addition to surface diffusion barrier (Ed) for an adatom
to jump off the mesa edge, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1.

Using the above boundary condition and solving the
adatom diffusion equation, it is straightforward to derive
the steady-state adatom density [1,3] as

nðqÞ ¼ n0 1� q2

R2
þ 2as

R
eD=kT

� �
; ð2Þ

where n0 = FR2/4D represents approximately the maxi-
mum density at the center of mesa top (q = 0) for small
MEB (D); F is the deposition flux and D is the surface dif-
fusion coefficient. According to the mean-field nucleation
theory [2], the island nucleation rate at q is

n ¼ cDa2i�2
s niþ1; ð3Þ

where i is the critical nucleation size, and c is a parameter
dependent of i; for i = 1, c � 1. Thus, the probability distri-
bution function of island nucleation is

P ðqÞ ¼ cDa2i�2
s niþ1

0 1� q2

R2
þ 2as

R
eD=kT

� �iþ1

ð2pqÞ: ð4Þ

From Eq. (4), the maximum peak nucleation probability
Pm is obtained at

qm

R
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

2iþ 3
1þ 2as

R
eD=kT

� �s
: ð5Þ

It is important to notice that the total nucleation rate on
the mesa top, X ¼

R R
0

P ðqÞdq obtained from Eq. (4), de-
pends on surface diffusion coefficient (D), MEB (D), and
the parameter c. But the preferred nucleation location, gi-
ven by qm in Eq. (5), is only a function of D, but not D.
This indicates that the experimentally observed alternating
island nucleation locations on top of the odd and even Pb
i = 1 and T = 180 K. The arrows indicate that with decreasing MEB (D),
the peak nucleation probability moves towards the center of mesa top. The
inset shows a schematic illustration of a mesa with the polar coordinate
and the relationship between the surface diffusion barrier Ed and the MEB
(D).
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mesas is only an explicit function of the thickness-depen-
dent MEB. Although the surface diffusion barrier has been
shown in recent experiments to oscillate with mesa thick-
ness [9,17], it does not enter Eq. (5) to directly influence
the relative nucleation rate as a function of location.

Eq. (5) shows that if D P kT ln[(i + 1)R/as], the peak
probability for island nucleation is always at the mesa edge
(qm = R). With decreasing D, the peak probability moves
towards the center. At D = 0, qm � R=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2iþ 3
p

, since 2as/
R is small. For example, in Fig. 1, P(q) is plotted for differ-
ent values of D with i = 1, which shows the position of peak
nucleation probability moving towards the middle of mesa
top from the mesa edge with decreasing D. For i > 1, the
behavior is qualitatively the same. In general, for a given
D, the qm moves towards the center of the mesa top with
increasing i.

The dependence of island nucleation location on the
MEB is related to the geometric feature on top of a cylin-
drical mesa. The adatom density is the highest but the
weight of nucleation (local area) is the smallest at the cen-
ter, as the latter is proportional to local radius. The combi-
nation of these two factors determines the radial
dependence of the highest nucleation probability.

One interesting point is that in the case of small MEB,
the peak probability never occurs at the center, and the
smallest radius for peak probability is �R=

ffiffiffi
5
p

when
i = 1. This is consistent with several experimental observa-
tions [3,9,11,13,18], which all showed that the nucleated 2D
islands occur predominantly at the off-center positions on
the mesa tops. Furthermore, it can be easily shown that
in the presence of a small D when 2D nucleation starts in
the middle of the mesa top, the subsequent nucleation of
2D islands will always remain in the middle. However, in
the presence of a large D when the second-layer nucleation
starts at the edge of the mesa top, the subsequent nucle-
ation of 2D islands may occur as the second-layer in the
Fig. 2. (a) Pb islands prepared at 240 K on Si(111)-(7 · 7) surface, and then a se
on the islands. (b) The temperature is switched to 180 K, and the deposition tim
size is 300 · 300 nm2. The heights of islands are marked numerically, includi
tunnelling current of 1 nA.
middle as well as the third layer on top of the nucleated sec-
ond layer along the edge, as observed in experiments [9,18].

The simple unique dependence of the preferred nucle-
ation location qm on D, as expressed in Eq. (5), allows us
to determine the MEB, based on the experimentally
observed island location without the complication
from other factors, such as F, D, and c. The previous exper-
iment [9] was performed on Pb islands grown on
Si(111)a-ð

ffiffiffi
3
p
�

ffiffiffi
3
p
Þ with a larger amount added in the sec-

ond-layer deposition of 1.3 ML (more than 1 ML). Conse-
quently, it was difficult to locate the exact initial locations
of island nucleation. Therefore, we have carried out new
experiments with the second-layer deposition in the sub-
monolayer regime to allow the measurement of the loca-
tions of initially nucleated islands, and from which we
can further determine the MEBs as a function of mesa
thickness.

The current experiments were performed on islands
grown on Si(1 11)-(7 · 7). First a deposition of 1.5 ML at
240 K generated the initial Pb mesas of mostly 5- and 6-
layer height. A second-layer deposition experiment similar
to that in Bromann et al.’s [13] was performed first at
240 K followed by deposition at 180 K. Fig. 2 shows the
typical experimental results. The second deposition at
240 K shows that no second-layer islands have nucleated
on top of any mesas (see Fig. 2a), while the deposition at
180 K shows drastically different nucleation behavior of
the second-layer islands on the mesas of different thickness
(Fig. 2b). Specifically, five islands had nucleated on the 5-
layer mesa, one island had nucleated on the two 6-layer
mesa, and no island nucleated on the 8-layer island mesa.
Also, at least three or four islands on the 5-layer mesa
are at or very close to the edge, and the one island on
the 6-layer mesa is in the middle. These morphologies are
typical over larger areas and many terraces. Smaller islands
are seen nucleated on the wetting layer between the mesas
cond deposition of 0.1 ML/min at 240 K for 1 min. No nucleation is found
e is still 1 min. The nucleation on the islands is observed. The STM image

ng the wetting layer. STM images were taken at a tip bias of 1.5 V and
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indicating that the mobility of Pb on top of the wetting
layer is smaller than the mobility on top of the mesas.

Based on our theoretical analysis, the results at 180 K
have indicated that the MEB is higher on the 5-layer mesa
than that on the 6-layer mesa because the islands preferen-
tially nucleate closer to the edge on the 5-layer mesa than
on the 6-layer mesa. This is also consistent with more is-
lands on the 5-layer mesa than on the 6-layer mesa. For
the same reason, the MEB is even smaller with 8-layer
(the superstable height on the Si(111)-(7 · 7) substrate)
mesa with no island even though its size is bigger
(Fig. 2b). The absence of island nucleation at 240 K on
all the mesas (Fig. 2a) suggests the MEB must be relatively
small. We have estimated that the preferred nucleation
locations on the 5- and 6-layer mesas are respectively hav-
ing qm,5/R = 0.8 and qm,6/R = 0.5. Below, we will apply
our theoretical model to analyze these experimental results,
so as to quantitatively determine the MEB on each mesa.

In Fig. 3a, we plot the MEB D as a function of qm/R, for
i = 1–50, using the experimental values of R = 33 nm and
T = 180 K. Now, taking the measured qm/R � 0.8 on the
5-layer mesa, it gives rise to D5 = 72 meV for i = 1 and
D5 = 124 meV for i = 50, as indicated by the dashed line
at qm/R = 0.8 in Fig. 3. Similar, taking the measured qm/
R � 0.5 on the 6-layer mesa,, it gives rise to D6 = 38 meV
for i = 1 and D6 = 110 meV for i = 50, as indicated by
the dashed line at qm/R = 0.5 in Fig. 3. One sees that the
absolute value of D depends sensitively on the value of i.
If we use i = 5 ± 3, as deduced from other experiments
[19,20], we obtain the MEBs of 91 ± 8 meV, and
72 ± 17 meV for the 5- and 6-layer mesas, respectively.

Actually, we found that the difference of D on the two
mesa tops is much less sensitive to i, which is �34 meV
for i = 1, and �15 meV for i = 50. In general, the difference
Fig. 3. The MEB D as a function of peak nucleation probability location
qm/R for different nucleation size i. In experiments, the preferred
nucleation locations qm,5/R and qm,6/R for the 5- and 6-layer mesas are
measured at 0.8 and 0.5, respectively, as indicated by two dashed vertical
lines.
between D on a j-layer mesa and that on a k-layer mesa top
can be calculated as

Dk � Dj ¼ kT ln
ð2iþ 3Þq2

m;k � R2

ð2iþ 3Þq2
m;j � R2

; ð6Þ

where qm,j and qm,k are the peak nucleation locations on
the j- and k-layer mesa, respectively. From Eq. 6, we obtain
the upper limit for the MEB difference on top of any two
mesas is set by i = 1, as Dk � Dj ¼ kT ln½ð5q2

m;k � R2Þ=
ð5q2

m;j � R2Þ�, and the lower limit is set by i!1, as
2kTln(qm,k/qm, j). Specifically, for experimentally observed
qm,5/R = 0.8 and qm,6/R = 0.5 on mesas of R = 33 nm at
T = 180 K, we plot in Fig. 4 the MEB difference, D5 � D6

as a function of i. For i = 1, D5 � D6 = 34 meV; it initially
decreases rapidly with increasing i to �19 meV at i = 5,
and it then changes very little decreasing slowly to the
asymptotic value of �15 meV when i!1. Since
i = 5 ± 3 is considered to be the most probable value of
the critical size cluster [19,20], we deduce that the difference
is �19 ± 5 meV.

The physical origin of different MEB on top of the 5-
layer vs. 6-layer mesa is believed to be the QSE. In a sem-
inal work [21], Schulte showed that in ultrathin metal films
(thinner than the electron de Broglie wavelength) the QSE
becomes prominent, with a unique manifestation of film
properties oscillating as a function of film thickness with
a ‘‘universal’’ period of kF/2, where kF is the Fermi wave-
length. Because the film thickness can only vary discretely
with an increment in unit of interlayer spacing (d), the ac-
tual oscillation pattern of film properties will depend on the
matching (or mismatch) between kF/2 and d.

Coincidentally, for Pb(11 1) film, 2d � 3kF/2, so that the
properties of Pb(111) should exhibit an odd–even oscilla-
tions. This general behavior has indeed been confirmed
by many experiments for the thermodynamic properties
of Pb films [18,22–24]. More recently, experiments [17]
and first-principles calculations [9] have also shown
Fig. 4. The MEB difference D5 � D6 of the 5- and 6-layer mesas as a
function of i. The dotted line indicates the asymptotic value at i!1.
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QSE-induced odd–even oscillations in surface diffusion
barrier on surface of thin Pb(111) films due to QSE. Here,
we further suggest the QSE-induced oscillation in MEB.
Future first-principles calculations will be helpful to con-
firm this.

In conclusion, we have presented a theoretical analysis
of selectivity of nucleation location for the two-dimen-
sional island on top of metal nanomesas as a function of
mesa thickness (stability). The nucleation can start either
along the periphery of the mesa top or in the middle,
depending on the mesa edge barrier (MEB). A large
MEB (for unstable mesa heights) favors the nucleation
along the periphery, and a small MEB (for stable mesa
heights) favors the nucleation in the middle. The thickness
dependent MEB is attributed to the QSE. Based on the
experimentally observed varying nucleation locations on
different mesas, we estimate that the MEB on the
Pb(111) mesas differs by �19 ± 5 meV on a 5- vs. 6-layer
mesa.
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